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Please reach out to your Ralph Pucci sales representative to learn more about the 
new Ralph Pucci (fabric) collection. 
 
If you do not already work with a sales representative please send an email to  
info@ralphpucci.net to learn more. Given Ralph Pucci is a to the trade only showroom 
we require your interior design business card or resale number in order to release 
pricing information.

Reserves:

Reserves are held for 15 business days.

Shippable Orders:

For a shippable orders Ralph Pucci must be paid in full. All of our goods ship directly 
from Europe to your ship to address. Upon a shippable order it takes 3-5 business 
days for goods to be cut, inspected and packaged for shipment. It then will take 2 
days to reach our ship to address.

CFA’s:

CFA’s are cutting from the bolt of goods you have on reserve. Since our items are 
natural yarns we highly recommend a CFA for each reserve as the dyelot can and will 
(especially for item Metropolis) vary from the memos you have on hand. CFA’s take a 
week to a week and half to reach your destination from reserve.

Samples:

Please include item name, colorway number, quantity requested and location as to 
where samples should be sent. Samples are sent via regular mail unless we provided 
with a UPS or Fed Ex number for shipment.



Composition:
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CO= Cotton      CV = Viscose      LI = Linen      PES= Polyester      WV: Virgin Wool

Terms and Conditions

Warranty:

1. Variation in color: for technical reasons it is impossible to guarantee a perfect color 
match between samples and stocked items or between different fabric lots. Whenever 
a perfect match is needed a CFA is highly recommended. 
 
2. Color with light: Our fabrics are produced according to state of the art 
manufacturing techniques which comply with requirements of light fastness and 
environmental regulations. However fading may occur in particular condition or in 
case of excessive exposure to sunlight or halogen lamps. Therefore we recommend 
using a lining particularly when making up a silk fabric intended for direct sunlight. 
 
3. From one fabric lot to another, width measurement and repeat may differ slightly 
from those indicated therefore any such fluctuation within a limit of 3% is considered 
standard. We advise you to specify the number of repeats required whenever there is 
a close relationship between yardage ordered and fabric repeat. 
 
4. When using fabric for seating upholstery, velvet fabrics tend to flatten slightly 
causing the finish to reflect the light differently and produce a shading effect. This is 
typical and a characteristic of the fabric. Particular care should be taken in storing 
velvets making sure they are hung and kept in a horizontal position.

Claims:

On receipt of the goods, customers are advised to check the state of the packaging. 
Should the package arrive damaged, the goods must only be accepted with reserve 
and the packaging must be kept so a claim can be made with the shipping carrier. No 
adjustments, returns or credits are allowed due to damage in transit unless reported 
48 hours of receipt.
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Provided that Ralph Pucci is notified in writing within eight days of delivery of the 
merchandise of any defect then we will repair or replace free of charge. Ralph Pucci 
is not responsible for any damages relating to or resulting from misuse, negligence, 
alteration, staining ordinary wear and tear, natural fading, discoloration, climate, 
exposure to sun or unusual conditions.

Minimum Order:

The minimum order of fabric is 2 yards. One yard of fabric may be available and 
require a $25 cut fee. The cut fee is waived for any fabric purchased over $200 a 
yard.
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Care Instructions:

Machine wash at a maximum temperature of 30C (86 degrees) with special care: run half full; short gentle spin.

Hand wash. Dissolve detergent thoroughly in hand-hot water (86 degrees). Special care should be taken (do not 
rub, pull, stretch or wring out). Hang up immediately.

Delicate hand-washing detergents are recommended for all washable fabrics. The fabric may be washed in a net bag to 
avoid possible damage. Do not use softeners. Do not tumble dry. 

We advise our customers to allow room for shrinkage and to wash the fabric according to our care instructions.

Do not wash

Cool Iron

Warm Iron

Hot Iron

Iron without using steam

Do not Iron

Do not Chlorinate

Do not tumble dry

Do not dry clean

Iron with protective cloth

Iron on reverse side

Iron on reverse side with 
protective cloth

Iron on reverse side  
without steam

Machine wash 
professionally

Dry clean using perchloroethylene
and trichloroethyline, without 
adding water; reduced mechanical 
action and low temperatures 
requires

Do not spin

Upholstery fabric suitable for
intense domistic use

Press with steam, holding iron 
away from fabric

Additional Symbols:

Order by repeat

Order by half repeat

Lining is recommended

Aligned Repeat

Light Resistant

This fabric conforms to fire standard. 
Further certificates available on request.

Water Repellent

Do not expose to direct sunlight

Article is for outdoor use

Dropped repeat


